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Introduction
We’ve entered 2022, and the fields of healthcare and public safety have become inextricably fused to one 
another. In particular, hospital safety and security teams are dealing with numerous modern challenges 
posed by the pandemic, staffing shortages, violence in the workplace, and a greater public interest in 
transparency when it comes to safety and security practices. Cutting edge cloud technology can help 
address several of these areas by streamlining video surveillance practices, increasing the efficacy of 
existing security personnel, and integrating with access control technology to further strengthen the safety 
team’s SOPs and promote confidence and peace of mind throughout the entire facility. Here we present a 
case study for Maury Regional in Columbia, TN, showing how they empowered their team and transformed 
their strategy to be proactive rather than reactive with a 350+ camera system designed and installed by a 
professional service provider, Preventia Security. We will also outline potential future applications of cloud 
security solutions to help healthcare safety teams bring their procedures to the next level.

Safety in Healthcare: A Crisis From All Angles
Healthcare centers have been facing a multitude of safety concerns in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
many of which aren’t even directly related to the virus itself. Across the nation, the last two years have 
brought not only disease but staffing shortages, civil unrest, fear and distrust, increased aggression towards 
healthcare workers, and a demand for transparency from healthcare providers on what exactly is being 
done to keep their patients and staff safe.

A pervasive staffing problem is a vicious cycle that has been the thorn in the sides of many hospitals since 
the pandemic began. A 2021 survey of over 3,000 hospitals across the country revealed a nearly 1 in 5 
turnover rate, as well as a nationwide shortage of RNs - 62% of the hospitals surveyed reported a greater 
than 7.5% vacancy (Nursing Solutions Inc., 2021). This crisis leaves the remaining staff stretched thin and 
vulnerable to burnout, patient aggression, and an inability to perform as highly due to lack of resources. 
Many nurses throughout 2020 reported feeling overworked, underpaid, ill-equipped, and not properly 
protected against an increased risk of infection (Cho et al., 2021). 

To make matters worse, healthcare staff are 5 times more likely to experience workplace violence than 
the average American worker, and COVID has worsened the situation (USBLS, 2020). One study of 370+ 
nurses revealed nearly half had experienced physical abuse and 67% were abused verbally during the first 
few months of the pandemic alone (Byon et al., 2021). Often, incidents of workplace violence are caused 
or aggravated by staffing shortages and communication breakdowns (Mento et al., 2020). Conditions 
encourage further resignations and even more critical shortages, and the cycle continues.

Other safety issues were prevalent long before the pandemic, such as infant abductions, liability risk (claims 
of injury, theft, or property damage on hospital grounds), erratic or aggressive patient behavior, and falls. All 
of these concerns have been addressed on various occasions using traditional CCTV surveillance, but the 
difficulty lies in staff tendency to respond retroactively rather than proactively. Footage is reviewed after the 
fact to confirm or deny claims, or in an attempt to learn for the future 
(Dasic et al., 2017). In 2021, hospitals are in need of a better system that 
doesn’t merely record incidents, but streamlines the communications 
process so that staff are empowered to intervene early and possibly 
prevent incidents from occurring in the first place.

A Case for Active Surveillance: Maury Regional
Maury Regional Medical Center is a 255-bed hospital in Columbia, TN, 
staffed by over 2,000 employees who serve more than 250,000 people 
throughout Middle Tennessee. A fully fledged medical center with a wide 
range of services - including neonatal intensive care, behavioral health, 
and a cancer center - Maury Regional is the largest healthcare facility 
between Nashville and Huntsville, AL.
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With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, pressure to keep a large facility safe, secured, and 
protected against liability risks skyrocketed, and it became increasingly difficult to keep staff appropriately 
distributed across the hospital. Blind spots were a given as officers could not be in multiple places at 
once, and a sudden need for increased patrol in one wing (even for something as innocuous as reducing 
crowding in a confined space) would pull officers away from their stations, creating even more gaps in 
surveillance. Relying heavily on radio communications to coordinate between officers resulted in messages 
getting mixed, slower response times, and doubled efforts, which wasted time and manpower.

Still, the thing most concerning to Mike Short, Administrative Director of Safety and Security, was that the 
team’s strategy was almost exclusively reactive rather than proactive. An incident would happen, an officer 
(or multiple) would jump to respond, and the situation would hopefully be resolved with minimal disruption. 
Heading into 2021, he was hoping to empower his staff with a more streamlined approach to safety - one 
that emphasized preemptively addressing potential incidents before they took place, or identifying and 
responding to suspicious activity in real time, rather than depending on communication after the fact.

Short contracted Preventia to design and build a new state of the art surveillance system. Over the course 
of five months, Preventia installed over 350 security cameras equipped with cloud technology that allows 
for live monitoring, remote management, and the use of smart analytics. Almost immediately, this highly-
intelligent, comprehensive system proved its value.

“The game changer is that we are able to change our security surveillance strategy from passive to 
active,” comments Short. “Previous to our partnership with Preventia, we looked at cameras simply to verify 
information and try to learn and prepare for the next time. Now we’re able to see things as they happen and 
respond in real time. It’s a tremendous workforce multiplier in security and it’s like having more eyes and 
ears around the hospital. We’ve been able to see things and prevent them, where in the past we would have 
only been able to respond retroactively.”

Take, for example, the patient who decided to leave their designated area and exit the hospital on their 
own accord without notifying staff. With such a robust application of cameras tracking multiple points on 
major travel paths, the security team was able to watch the patient go from their area down the hallway, to 
a specific elevator, and out of a specific door. They were able to immediately relay this information to the 
nearest officers, and what in the past might have been a full-blown search throughout an entire floor, wing, 
or building, was reduced to simply responding to the precise door at which the patient wound up.

Additional anecdotes Short related included: using the system’s loitering detection capability to pick up 
clusters of people gathering closer than 6 feet apart, theft and mishandling of hospital supplies, vehicle 
damage occurring in parking lots, and an incident involving an individual who was not a patient who was 
seriously injured in his vehicle in the hospital parking lot. The security team was able to capture footage 
that detailed the vehicle features, license plate number, and create a timeline that enabled them to track 
movement of the involved vehicle. This provided confirmation that the victim had never entered the hospital 



and was neither a patient nor a visitor - valuable information that was provided to local law enforcement to 
assist with their investigation.

These stories illustrate the primary benefit of a cloud surveillance system: the ability to cover a large area 
with minimal blind spots, as well as foster a smooth process of watching the movement of individuals 
throughout the hospital as it happens. How the system aided in finding the missing patient from the first 
anecdote was particularly impressive to Short - the ability to watch the patient pass from the view of one 
camera to the next, and knowing that the sub-1sec latency brings the security team to as close to real time 
monitoring as possible, is both empowering and awe-inspiring. The 350 cameras are strategically placed 
throughout the most critical travel routes throughout the hospital, so that Short’s team can do their job with 
maximum efficiency.

A Balancing Act: The Installation Process Matters
Establishing this state of the art surveillance system isn’t as simple as hanging cameras around every 
corner. Great care must be taken to determine where these mechanical eyes are most needed while still 
honoring patient privacy and making the most out of the safety department’s budget. “The goal wasn’t to 
create this sort of always watching, ‘gotcha’ system that was looming over our employees and patients,” 
explained Short. “We’re here to make people feel safer while they’re working or receiving care here. So we’re 
cognizant of how we can do our jobs the best while respecting patients’ privacy. Enhancing our surveillance 
capability, increasing our camera count and centralizing the monitoring effectiveness without a doubt 
makes our hospital a safer place for our patients to be cared for and our employees to safely accomplish 
their mission.” 

This was just one of many reasons that Short worked closely with consultants from Preventia over the course 
of several months - to develop an intentional installation plan that could efficiently cover high-traffic areas 
while giving his team the flexibility they needed to adapt to changing needs.

Another benefit to hiring a professional security installer was the choice of equipment. Not all cameras are 
created equal, and each solution on the market comes with its own strengths and weaknesses. Having an 
experienced provider such as Preventia was essential when it came time to determine which setup would 
help Maury Regional meet its goals.

Two top priorities were reducing lag and bandwidth consumption as much as possible. For incidents 
involving violence, suicide risks, or abductions, seconds count - and with a latency of less than one second, 
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the system designed and installed by Preventia is some of the closest to real time surveillance possible in 
today’s camera systems. The replay speed is most impressive when watching individuals seamlessly walk 
out of one camera’s frame and into another, their movement so fluid it’s hard to believe the feedback is 
coming from two separate cameras. One would imagine such advanced equipment would take a heavy toll 
on bandwidth, but Preventia was able to work with Maury Regional’s infrastructure to design the system to 
be even less of a strain than their previous camera system.

The choice of software is equally important, and working with Preventia’s surveillance specialists allowed 
Short to choose the most relevant capabilities for his team. For example, the setup’s new camera analytics 
include a facial recognition feature that is sensitive enough to match the top half of the face only, meaning 
face masks no longer obscure a person’s identity. Clothing recognition can also be used to quickly narrow 
down clips - for example, pulling up all videos taken in the last 48 hours containing a person in a red shirt.

The potential applications of the system are myriad, and best of all - the entire setup was built with 
scalability and flexibility in mind. As of this writing, Short is continuing to work with Preventia on expansions 
to even more wings of the hospital - improvements that benefit the entire staff body. “The aim was always 
to empower my team and give peace of mind to the rest of our staff,” he explains. “We know that our 
healthcare staff is more at ease knowing that we’re here and watching out for them, and now we have more 
power to help them than ever before. I’m excited to see what we can accomplish in the future.”

Further Applications
Like the security team at Maury Regional, we at Preventia Security are 
also eager to unveil and implement new strategies for combating a 
wide range of issues in healthcare security. While every facility has its 
individual needs and priorities, we’re here to outline the possibilities 
that are currently available or under development for use in the near 
future. Below we outline some food for thought:

• Facial Recognition (Including With Masks)
• Loitering Detection
• Cost Reduction (Fewer Bedside Sitters and Safety Staff Needed)
• Patient Safety/Fall Prevention
• Prevention of Workplace Violence
• Reducing Liability Risk (Theft, Injury, Property Damage)
• Object Detection to Identify Potential Weapons
• Increased Confidence and Satisfaction Among Staff
• Integration with Access Control Solutions (Contactless Entry, 

Identity Verification)

Conclusion
With the world in a seemingly constant health crisis, it is imperative that healthcare facilities be equipped to 
provide a safe environment for patients and staff. They need smart, fast, adaptable, and reliable technology 
to keep up with modern security concerns, whether it be related to infection, workplace violence, or simply 
a need to boost staff confidence. A multitude of factors contribute to the success of a video surveillance 
system including having the right technology, the right balance between capabilities and burden on 
infrastructure, and most importantly, a high quality consultant and installer. In this case study, we showed 
how Preventia Security was able to work with Maury Regional to find the product that best suited their needs 
and deploy a custom solution that has empowered their security staff, mitigated a variety of safety and 
liability threats, and fostered satisfaction among non-security staff. The success of Maury Regional’s safety 
team is only beginning, with even more advancements and expansions already underway. When you have 
the right combination of dedicated security professionals and an experienced, high-integrity provider, the 
sky’s the limit when it comes to making healthcare facilities centers of safety, stability, healing, and hope.
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About Preventia Security
Preventia was founded in 2010 by Aaron Whitaker, who ardently believed that reliable home and business 
security solutions should be affordable. Fueled by a desire to build an integrity-based business, Preventia 
grew from just 3 idealists following a dream in Columbia, TN to over 75 dedicated security experts spanning 
4 offices across the Southeastern U.S. Preventia’s mission is to help people sleep better at night and get the 
most out of their day - whether it’s in their homes, at the office, or in a 255-bed medical center. With over 
20,000 customers, Preventia’s strength is being large enough to handle jobs of any size, but small enough 
to have one-on-one conversations with each and every one of those thousands of customers. Security and 
facility professionals who are interested in discussing the potential to strengthen their teams with state of 
the art surveillance and access technology are encouraged to call our office at 615-422-5276, or visit our 
website at www.mypreventia.com.
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